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Abstract
This paper highlights the utility of rice husk ash for the adsorption of Cr(VI) ions from aqueous solutions. Rice husk ash (RHA)
is produced when rice husk is burnt for various purposes. Application of Treated Rice Husk Ash (TRHA) as an adsorbent for the
removal of Cr(VI) from aqueous solutions has been investigated. For this purpose, RHA was thermally treated. RHA and treated
RHA (TRHA) were characterized by XRD, SEM and FTIR to investigate the effect of treatment on the nature and surface
characteristics of RHA. The experiments were carried out in batch mode. A three factor, three-level Box-Behnken experimental
design was employed for optimizing important process parameters for adsorption of Cr(VI) on TRHA. The effect of three
parameters, initial Cr(VI) ion concentration (500-1000 μg/L), temperature(25-450C) and initial pH(2.0-8.0) of solution on the
removal process was determined. Fifteen experiments designed by Box-Behnken design (BBD) were carried out. It was observed
from this investigation that the percentage removal efficiency is significantly influenced by initial concentration, temperature and
pH of solutions. The optimum values of the variables were found to be 750 μg/L, 25 0C and 2.0 for initial chromium ion
concentration, temperature and pH respectively. The experimental values were in good agreement with predicted values and the
model developed was highly significant. Present study revealed that TRHA is an economically viable adsorbent for the removal
of Cr(VI) from aqueous solutions.
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1. Introduction
Water pollution due to various metallic
species has become a worldwide problem because of
toxicity and non-biodegradable nature of metals
(Arslan and Pehlivan, 2007; Barakat, 2011; Fu and
Wang, 2011; Nshimiyimana et al., 2016). Among
various heavy metals, chromium is an element which
has been extensively used in various industries such
as cement, electroplating, dyeing and fertilizer
leather tanning, mining and photography industries

(Amin et al., 2010; Garg et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2016;
Singh et al., 2012). Stainless steel is the largest
chromium containing product i.e. 20% (Zhitkovich,
2011). The industrial discharge of this toxic metal
into water resources is a serious environmental
problem which significantly affects water quality.
Three thermodynamically stable forms of chromium
are used commercially i.e. Cr (0), Cr (III) and Cr (VI)
(Zhitkovich, 2011). But, only Cr(VI) shows
carcinogenic and mutagenic effect on living beings
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